Ingentis org.manager®
Add-on for MSS and ESS:
Appealing visualizations of
HR data in the SAP Self-Services
The SAP Self-Services: A popular feature with visual limitations
The SAP Self-Services Employee Self-Service
(ESS) and Manager Self-Service (MSS) allow
employees and executives to manage their
personal data autonomously. For example,
this includes maintaining core data, planning
vacations, recording time and organizing
business trips. The introduction and steady
extension of the Self-Services come with many
advantages, e.g. optimized data quality and the
relief of the HR department.
Despite the Self-Services being so popular, the
application’s data visualization is imperfect.
Customers to our partner and SAP consulting
company consodalis have often reported how
this flaw leads to a very bad user experience.

The problem lies with the current standard
solution which for one is based on the soon to
become extinct Adobe Flash. In addition, it is not
compatible with the SAP design concept Fiori.
Last but not least, the limits to illustrating data in
certain ways have also caused disappointment
with the users.
Of course, SAP’s HR system offers its very own
alternative, the Workforce Viewer, which is based
on the modern user interface technology SAPUI5.
But there’s a catch: Unfortunately, the handling
is not very intuitive and custom configurations
are not possible.
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The org.manager interface
for intuitive data visualization
Therefore, in order for Self-Service users to enjoy
appealing and modern illustrations of HR data,
Ingentis and consodalis joined forces to create
an add-on. It enables the integration of the org
charting tool Ingentis org.manager into MSS
and ESS. The add-on runs directly on SAP HCM,
making an additional web-server as well as an
extra interface unnecessary. At the same time,
the compatibility with the technologies Web
Dnypro and Fiori remains.
When visualizing HR data such as hierarchy
structures, org.manager uses the modern web
technology HTML5. In addition, due to a
simple, very flexible configuration, users
of the org.manager add-on have several
display possibilities at their fingertips
and can create numerous views. As a
result, there’s almost no limit to fulfilling
user-specific needs.
Thanks to the real-time data connection,
the visualizations are always up-to-date
and therefore reliable.

Of course, the protection of personal data is
indispensable, and its display must be limited
to authorized employees only. The org.manager
add-on for access protection is the perfect
solution for this issue. It draws the necessary
access rights from SAP and applies them to the
org chart.
With the help of the SAP Launchpad, other SAP
web applications can be accessed directly out of
org.manager by using the context menu or the
drill-down functionality.

The advantages at a glance
•
•
•
•
•

Visualization of data rich org charts
Modern web technology enables sustainability
Data available in real-time
Flexible views and display options
SAP HCM accessible directly from the add-on
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